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AIDS DOCUMENT, 1980s and EARLY 1990s


10. Journal: AIDS Research, edited by Joseph A Sonnebend, Vol.1, No.1, 1983/84 published by Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. NY. Includes paper on Homosexual Boar and editorial suggesting there is no etiological agent of AIDS,


13. DHHS, International Cancer Research Data Bank and NCI, etc. Oncology Overview, Selected Abstracts on Diagnosis and Treatment of the Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome, June 1987


19. The IV Internatl. Conference on AIDS. List of Participants as per May 18, 1988

20. The IV International conference on AIDS. List of Participants: Delegates registered after
May 18, 1988


24. AIDS - An International Perspective, by Fakhry Assad and Jon Mann, WHO 1986


27. Harvard Medical Area FOCUS, May 9, 1985. Various reports about AIDS

28. NIAID: AIDS Clinical Trials Group, ACTG Highlights, May 1990

http://nmhm.washingtondc.museum/collections/archives/asearch/afinding_aids/34A.gif


ANNOUNCEMENTS OF MEETINGS, WORKSHOPS, PUBLICATIONS, etc.


34. Cold Spring Harbor Lab., 4th Conf. on Modern Approaches to Vaccines, "Modern Approaches to New Vaccines Including Prevention of AIDS." To be held September 1986 Cold Spring Harbor Lab., Conf. on the Control of HIV Gene Expression, Feb.28-March 2, 1988. Program and list of invited participants (was No.44)

35. Institute for Psychohistory: Workshop on "The Psychological Roots of the AIDS Epidemic." To be held Feb. 1986

37. AIDS Lifeline: The best defense against IDSA is Information. San Francisco AIDS Foundation, 1987


40. Announcement of 1st International Congress on AIDS in ASIA, and Other Sexually Transmitted Diseases, to be held in Manila, Nov. 24-26, 1987

41. Intl. Soc. Lymphology: Satellite Symposium on "AIDS: A Lymphologic Syndrome?" To be held in Sept. 1987


43. American Psychol. Assoc., 95th Annual Convention, to be held Aug. 1987, Mini-Convention on "Psychology and AIDS"

44. now listed as 34A.


47. List of participants at NIAID/AID conference on the "Anthropological Perspectives on AIDS in Africa: Priorities for Intervention and Research." Jan 7 and 8, 1988

48. Southwest Foundation for Biomedical Research: Symposium on "Nonhuman Primate Models for AIDS." To be held Nov. 16-18 1988 (This is a remnant torn off something, but I do not know what.)
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49. A Workshop Sponsored by the Cancer Research Inst.: "AIDS and the Macrophage." To be held June 1988

50. Announcement of 3rd National Forum on AIDS and Hepatitis B, sponsored by the National Foundation for Infectious Diseases. To be held Nov. 21-22, 1988

51. The A.I.D.S. Catalog. A.I.D.S. International Information Service (1987?)
52. Raven Press announces a new bimonthly journal: Journal of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndromes. Call for Papers, Jan 1988

53. Buraff Publications offers biweekly newsletter: "AIDS Policy and The Law" (date?)

54. Bio-Data announces "The AIDS Record." Twice monthly newsletter (date?)

55. Gower Academic Journals announces Current AIDS Literature, etc. Sept. 1987


60. AIDS IN THE WORKPLACE & AIDS EDUCATION


66. AIDS - You Can't Catch It Holding Hands, Lapis Press, CA (date?)

AAAS POLICY, 1988

67. Newspaper Coverage, Clippings, etc. (plus unusual pieces)

68. San Francisco Chronicle, "1984: The Year of the Plague." Selected coverage, 1985

69. A "Natural epidemic?" Opinion from Amsterdam News, Jan 18, 1986
71. Obituary for Edgar H. Lehrman, authority on Russia, in St. Louis Post-Dispatch, July 25, 1986, with typed comments added by Nathaniel S. Lehrman, MD. + Lies About AIDS and other writings by Lehrman
72. Bhopal Gas Victims, immune deficiency, Reagan and Gremlins, etc. 1985, 1986
73. AIDS and Environmental Pollution, summary of David Bergh's work (a Vietnam vet)
76. Washington Post, "Publisher Scraps Bishop's book on Sex (seen as aggravating debate on homosexuality), April 8, 1988
78. Tropic Magazine, Miami Herald, "Is It Safe?" Article about dentists with AIDS, October 27, 1991

**MISCELLANEOUS AIDS NEWS RELEASES, NEWSPAPER CUTTINGS, etc. (plus more unusual pieces)**

79. Hahnemann University, Dec. 1987, AIDS related study with Ampligen
80. Abstracts of papers presented at Martinique 1986. See item No. 8
83. March 4, 1987, Joint Statement: DHHS and Institut Pasteur
84. AIDS case doctor died in 12 days. From The Guardian, U.K. April 2nd, 1988
85. AIDS spreads in Latin America, Washington Post, Sept. 15, 1987
86. Soviet has no AIDS, etc. NYT (no date?)
87. Wall Street Journal June 18, 1987, Debate rages Over AIDS test policy
88. No Swine Fever Link to AIDS Seen. NYT Sept. 23, 1986
Plus copies of various other AIDS documents I have not itemized.

**HEPATITIS**


**MALARIA**


**MISCELLANEOUS OTHER**

